SnapSports® Ball Containment Soft Fencing System

SYSTEM OPTIONS:
• 10’ Tall Ball Containment System
• 5’ Tall Ball Containment System

FRAME ATTRIBUTES:
• Frame Poles: 1 - ⅜” Galvanized Pipe
• Corner Rail Connector: Die Cast Rail
• Clamp For 90° Connection
• Straight Rail Connector: Die Cast Rail
• Clamp For Linear Connection
• End Rail Connector: Die Cast Rail
• Clamp For Containment End

NET ATTRIBUTES:
• 10’ Ball Containment System
  – Net Size: 9’ 4” x 150’ Rolls
  – Material: 1 ⅛″ Mesh #420 UV Stable Black Polyester
• 5’ Ball Containment System
  – Net Size: 4’ 8” x 150’ Rolls
  – Material: 1 ¼″ Mesh #420 UV Stable Black Polyester

COLOR:
• Semi-Gloss Black Vein Powder Coat Finish

ANCHOR SYSTEM:
• 1” x 3’ Schedule 40 Galvanized Pipe (1.315” O.D.)
• Anchor Placement:
  – 9’ 8” Center of Posts or Shorter (Trim Horizontal Poles If Necessary)